The feasibility of CO₂-laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy for fast lead determination in glass cullet
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Abstract
With an overall collection and recycling rate of 74%, the material cycle for glass packaging is well established in the European Union. However, knowledge of the composition of the recycled glass cullet is necessary to avoid creeping accumulation of undesirable contaminants into the material cycle. Due to their toxic properties, this applies in particular for heavy metals, for example, lead. The state-of-the-art technology for detection of lead in recycling glass sorting is X-ray fluorescence (XRF). Due to lower regulatory demands, as well as increasingly economical hardware, laser-based detection techniques, like Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) may provide an alternate approach in industrial glass sorting to reach comparable detection limits and rates. In our work, CO₂-LIBS was investigated as an alternative tool for the determination of lead in glass cullet. Instead of usually utilized spectrometers, a combination of spectral filters and photodiode was employed to facilitate a fast detection rate. Glass samples with different lead content were investigated in two spectral ranges with respect to detection limits, detection speed, and accuracy. The results are compared to a commercial XRF-sorting machine for glass cullet. It was found that comparable speeds and accuracies for lead detection in glasses can be reached.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The material cycle for glass packaging is well established in the European Union, proofing that an almost closed-loop-economy is possible for the valuable raw material glass.1 Besides the conservation of natural resources, the integration of recycled glass cullet into container glass production decreases the energy demand for melting and reduces CO₂-emission.2-4 However, to ensure a continuous high quality of the glass packaging products, an accurate knowledge of the composition of the recycled glass cullet is necessary. Otherwise, there is the risk of a long-term creeping accumulation of undesirable contaminants, in particular heavy metals. Such unwanted contaminants most likely enter the glass material cycle accidentally, for example, by wrong throws in container glass collection.
system. Additionally, certain metals and metal oxides, like chromium, cobalt or copper as well as arsenic oxide, were or are still used, for example, as coloring and finding agents. Particularly lead oxide is known for a lowering of the melting temperature and providing a glass with increased density, refractive index, and brilliance, respectively.\(^1\)\(^5\) Intensified by the worldwide decline of usage of lead glass products, especially in the field of CRT-monitors, and insufficient collection and recycling strategies, the accumulation of lead in container glass is a challenge to be encountered. Even if migration of lead from glasses in food-contact applications is generally considered very low, a long-term accumulation as well as the release of heavy metals during the manufacturing process of recycled glass cullet may still bear risks for the human body.\(^6\)\(^\text{–}\)\(^9\) Hence, several efforts have been made to regulate content and migration of lead and other heavy metals in and from glass and ceramics, for example, an upper limit for heavy metal concentration (Pb, Cd, Hg, Cr\(^{6+}\)) of 250 ppm in glass packaging.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\) In future, legal thresholds might become even stricter.\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^13\)

To prevent heavy metal accumulation in recycled glass, a high effort is put in detection and sorting of glass cullet, especially in the container glass industry.\(^14\) Moreover, lead in particular is a valuable second raw material, leading to the development of several techniques for its extraction from glass during the last years, eg by hydrothermal or pyrometallurgical treatment.\(^15\)\(^,\)\(^16\) Extraction rates above 90% could be achieved, though investigations were performed mainly on laboratory scale.\(^17\)

A state-of-the-art technology for the detection of lead glass is X-ray fluorescence (XRF). In XRF, atoms are excited by X-ray radiation. During relaxation, characteristic fluorescence light is emitted, which can be detected and utilized for material identification.\(^18\) It can serve as a highly precise and reliable detection tool for example, in forensic science, but can also be employed in industrial scale sorting machines.\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\) In the latter case, throughput rates typically reach up to 28 tons per hour, and the sortable size ranges lie between 3 and 60 mm. The detection limits are reported in the low percent range.\(^21\) However, regulatory restrictions on use of X-ray equipment are high. Further, there is still a risk of incorrect sorting, especially for smaller cullet and low lead contents. Here, laser-based detection techniques, like laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), may provide a supplemental or even alternate approach. Not only that laser systems can match minimal regulatory demands, they also become more and more economic.\(^22\)\(^,\)\(^23\) Further, comparable detection limits and rates can be reached.\(^24\)

In our work, LIBS was investigated as an alternative tool for the determination of lead in glass cullet. In the recent years, LIBS has proven to be a versatile tool for a rather simple, fast and qualitative as well as quantitative analysis of different samples under different conditions.\(^25\)\(^\text{–}\)\(^29\) The technique covers also a wide scope in industrial application, for example, in different sorting processes of scrap metals.\(^23\)\(^,\)\(^30\) The LIBS working principle is based on plasma generation by focusing laser radiation on a surface. The emitted light from the plasma is analyzed, for example, by spectroscopic means, and information about sample composition is derived. The LIBS technique is described in more detail elsewhere\(^31\)\(^,\)\(^32\) and sources within.

In this paper, a pulsed CO\(_2\)-laser with high pulse repetition rate was used to generate plasma plumes on glass. Besides a usually utilized spectrometer, which is useful for a spectrally highly resolved investigation of the generated plasma, a combination of spectral filters and photodiode was employed to achieve a fast detection rate. Glass samples with different amounts of lead were investigated in two spectral ranges for different pulse frequencies with respect to detection limits, detection speed, and accuracy. The results are compared to a commercial XRF-sorting machine for glass cullet.

## 2 | EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

### 2.1 | Sample preparation and characterization

In order to show the feasibility of CO\(_2\)-LIBS for lead detection in glass sorting over a wide range of lead contents, five sample glass discs with different chemical composition were prepared in advance. Each has a diameter of 3.5 cm and a height of approximately 1 cm. Before probing, their composition was investigated by X-ray fluorescence analysis (ZSX Primus II, Rigaku Europe SE, Neu-Isenburg, Germany). The results are shown in Table 1. Typical lead percentages between 1 and 25 wt\% were obtained by melting different fractions of a colorless lead-free flint glass and a colorless tableware lead glass, which justifies the variations in the other elements.

### 2.2 | Experimental setup

Figure 1 schematically shows the experimental LIBS setup. The pulses of a waveguide CO\(_2\)-laser (DEOS LC-100NV, DeMaria ElectroOptics Systems, Inc) with pulse width range >1 \(\mu\)s, repetition rates 1-25 kHz and wavelength of 10.6 \(\mu\)m, operated in gated CW-mode, were guided on the sample surface by a 2-axis deflection unit (RLA-1504, Raylase AG) with a focal length of 30 cm. The laser power is controlled by combining different pulse lengths and repetition rates, for example, a pulse length of 50 \(\mu\)s and...
repetition rate of 1 kHz corresponds to 5% of the maximum output of 100 W.

In setup 1, optical emission from the plasma was collected by employing a 90°-setup with the optical axis slightly above and parallel to the sample surface. To identify employable spectral ranges for lead detection, the emission is coupled into a UV glass fiber connected to an Echelle spectrometer (EsaWin4000, LLA Instruments GmbH). The spectral acquisition is triggered by the driving signal of the CO$_2$ laser to allow a constant gate delay with respect to the laser pulses. The strong emission of the sodium D-line is suppressed by a short pass filter (cut-off wavelength 550 nm), thus limiting the observable spectral range from 300 to 550 nm.

In setup 2, a photodiode for the visible spectral range (BPW21, Siemens, 350-850 nm) connected to a digital oscilloscope (DSOX1102A, Keysight Technologies, Inc) and lead line-specific band pass filters replace the glass fiber for a fast acquisition of data. Filter ranges were 360-370 nm (BP $365 \times 10$ nm OD4 25 mm, Edmund Optics, Inc) and 400-410 nm (BP $405 \times 10$ nm OD4 25 mm, Edmund Optics, Inc). Thus, the captured signals represent the plasma emission over the whole lifetime of the plasma, narrowed to the spectral transmission range of the employed filter in each case.

Experiments were conducted with CO$_2$ laser powers between 5 and 30 W. The pulse width, pulse repetition rates and number of pulses were varied between 20 and 100 µs, between 1 and 6 kHz as well as between 1000 and 6000 pulses, respectively. In each measurement, the center of the sample was placed perpendicular to the laser beam on a height adjustable and rotatable holder in beam focus. Thus, small differences in sample height could be compensated. By rotating the sample (max. 16°/s) and deflecting the laser out of the center (max. 2 mm), a circular ablation area was created. Thus, a too deep penetration of subsequent laser pulses into the sample, resulting in a loss of signal, was prevented. Figure 2 shows Laser Scanning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Chemical composition of the investigated glass samples, determined by X-ray fluorescence (ZSX Primus II, Rigaku Europe SE, Neu-Isenburg, Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K$_2$O</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$_2$O</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbO</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaO</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The average error of element determination is ±0.1 wt%. Deviations from the sum 100 wt% are due to rounding errors and errors in trace element determination.

**Figure 1** Schematic representation of the LIBS Setup (A: CO$_2$-Laser, B: 2-axis deflection unit, C: sample holder, D: collection optics). In Setup 1 optical emission spectroscopy is conducted with an Echelle spectrometer (E). The Echelle spectrometer is replaced in Setup 2 by lead line specific filters and a fast photodiode (F) connected to a digital oscilloscope (G).
Microscopy images (LSM-150, 488 nm) to compare penetration patterns and depths for rotating and nonrotating samples.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Plasma generation

Due to the dependence of laser power from pulse repetition rate and pulse length, the usable laser power was limited to a quarter of maximum output power. This is based on signal overlap in setup 2, which is discussed in more detail below. Higher laser powers further raise the risk of sample destruction, owned to the induced thermal shock resulting from the high absorption rate in glass at the laser wavelength of 10.6 µm.

Microscopic analysis of generated laser marks shows a focal spot diameter of the CO₂ laser of about 50 µm. Thus, a power density of at least 0.13 MW/cm² is achieved on the sample surface while the applied laser power was 5 W. The power density was sufficient for material ablation and breakdown, indicated by a bright plasma plume above the sample surface.

3.2 | Optical emission spectroscopy (setup 1)

Prior to the application of the photo diode, plasma emission of the glass samples was investigated by the Echelle spectrometer in order to identify the relevant spectral ranges for detection of lead-specific emission lines. Spectral data was gathered for all samples shown in Table 1 according to the experimental conditions described above. Up to 40 spectra were accumulated on chip to guarantee an adequate signal intensity. As the detection rate of the Echelle spectrometer is limited to \( f_{\text{Echelle}} = 20 \text{ Hz} \), an in-house designed trigger unit was employed to record the plasma emission for pulse fractions of \( f_{\text{CO₂-laser}}/f_{\text{Echelle}} \). Further, a gate delay of 10 µs after each trigger laser pulse and a gate width of 60 µs were established.

Spectral emission lines were assigned to chemical elements with aid of the NIST database. For all samples, the emission lines of lead at 363.96, 368.35, and 405.78 nm could be identified. Thus, two possible detection ranges were selected. Both are exemplarily demonstrated in Figure 3 for sample 5. They determine on commercially available band pass filters (see below). Range 1 covers wavelengths between 360 and 370 nm. Besides the two emission lines of lead at 363.96 and 368.35 nm, no other emission line and only a weak background signal were monitored. Range 2, encompassing 400-410 nm, contains the emission line of lead at 405.78 nm, which can be monitored easily even for low lead contents. However, due to the rather low plasma temperature, two strong emission lines of potassium (K I 404.41 and K I 404.72 nm) appear in this range.

To consider this in the later time-resolved analysis with photodiode (setup 2), we determined correction factors for the potassium signal in spectral range 2 based on the average.
potassium signal with respect to the total signal intensity. Peak areas of the potassium signals were determined by integration in five spectra each for sample 2 to 5. Merely for sample 1, lead emission was too weak to be monitored without overexposing the scope of K-lines. By this rather simple approach correction factors for the time-resolved signals in setup 2 could be estimated for samples 2 to 5.

3.3 | Optical emission spectroscopy (setup 2)

After specifying the ranges of detection and correction factors, the slow Echelle spectrometer, in terms of laser pulse repetition rate, was replaced by the photodiode and the band pass filters. To identify suitable measuring conditions, plasma emission above each sample’s surface was recorded for different pulse powers by varying combinations of pulse repetition rate and pulse lengths in the ranges specified above. Corresponding voltage signals over time were registered with the connected oscilloscope (compare Figure 2). The length of each pulse approximately equates the lifetime of the corresponding plasma, which is between 180 and 200 µs for all measured combinations. For further analysis, spectral emission intensity was identified with the background-corrected area beneath each voltage signal. Following Haddad et al., different figures of merit, specifically the precision and repeatability of the setup, the limit of detection, as well as trueness for concentration determination and rate of correct classification have been investigated to describe the performance of the CO2-LIBS photodiode setup.34

First, the repeatability of the setup was evaluated for two output powers. For the corresponding laser parameters up to 3000 pulses were recorded and for each set of parameters, three measurements were taken. To determine the pulse-to-pulse variation in each measurement series, the mean pulse area and the corresponding relative standard deviation (RSD) were calculated for each series. Additionally, the series-to-series variation was determined. The results are shown in Table 2.

For both series of three with different laser output powers, a good repeatability with low RSD values is achieved, wherein the series with higher output power shows lesser variation. However, within each measurement series rather high RSD values arise for both output powers.

![FIGURE 4 Progress of relative standard deviation (RSD) for different laser powers over different numbers of averaged laser pulses respectively plasma signals k for spectral range 2 when all (A) or all but the first 200 pulses (B) are considered for averaging](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power/(W)</th>
<th>Series 1</th>
<th>Series 2</th>
<th>Series 3</th>
<th>Series 1 to 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean pulse area/ (µV)</td>
<td>RSD pulse area/ (%)</td>
<td>Mean pulse area/ (µV)</td>
<td>RSD pulse area/ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10%-15%, are obtained for different laser powers. Such RSD values are comparable to other LIBS experiments, and are among others the result of natural variations in plasma intensity.\textsuperscript{32} Further, less fluctuation is observed between different measurements at 5 and 25 W, again demonstrating a good repeatability. Interestingly, in Figure 4B, RSD values tend to be lower for smaller numbers of averaged pulses, \( k \), than for the whole range of voltage pulses. This fact is explained by a higher similarity of adjacent plasmas and can be exploited for measurement time reduction, as described below in more detail.

To demonstrate the truth of concentration determination, facile calibration curves were determined for the known lead contents of the investigated glass samples. Though more sophisticated methods exist for determination of concentration, for example, calibration-free LIBS or multivariate analysis, these techniques often require high experimental and numerical efforts.\textsuperscript{35} However, this is contrary to the objective of this work to show the feasibility of CO\(_2\)-LIBS as a simple, fast, and economic detection technique for lead in glass cullet.

Plasma emission from 1000 subsequent laser pulses was recorded for a pulse length of 50 \( \mu \)s and different pulse repetition rates within the specified spectral ranges for the prepared samples (Table 1). For each sample, five measurements were conducted. Again, the areas beneath voltage signals were determined as a measure for intensity and thus concentration. Data recording was started a few milliseconds prior to activation of the laser. Thus, background and noise of the setup without plasma emission intensity could be determined for each measurement. Compared to the standard deviation of the oscilloscope noise signal, signal-noise-ratios greater than 10 were obtained for all measurements.

As discussed above, the first 200 pulses were omitted. Further, the previously determined correction factors were applied for the second spectral range (400 to 410 nm) to subtract out the amount of the potassium emission line intensities. As shown previously, RSD values of averaged pulses tend to be lower for smaller number of averaged pulses, \( k \), than for the whole range of voltage pulses. Therefore, by implementing a moving average function, intensities were determined for different numbers of averaged laser pulses, \( k \), for all remaining signals and plotted against the previously determined lead content (compare Table 1). As a broad range of lead content is considered in this work, the linearity of the calibration curves may be limited, especially for the samples with higher concentrations of the element.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, not only linear but also quadratic calibration functions are supposed for each of these plots. (Figure 5). It was found that in range 1 linear functions are sufficient only for lead contents below 15 wt%.

Considering the whole range of lead content, a polynomial fit with order 2 reproduces the measured data appropriately. Figure 5A illustrates the result for those values averaged over all but the first 200 plasma signals. On the contrary, in spectral region 2 a linear function seems sufficient for fitting the data points as shown in Figure 5B. A possible reason for this different behavior might be the reduced lead content range in spectral region 2. As stated above, a corrected intensity signal for sample 1 could not be determined.

By averaging over different numbers of subsequent plasma signals, it was found that reproducible quadratic calibration functions were accessible not only for the full number of pulses. Even five voltage signals were sufficient to generate reproducible calibration parameters. This is exemplarily illustrated in Figure 6. The constant fit parameters \( a_2 \), \( a_1 \), and \( a_0 \) of the quadratic function,

\[
y = a_2 x^2 + a_1 x + a_0,
\]

as well as the correlation coefficients \( R^2 \) of the calibration function fits are depicted as boxplots for different number of averaged signals \( k \) in both spectral ranges and for pulse

\[\text{FIGURE 5}\] Comparison of linear and quadratic fits for the determination of the calibration function in both spectral ranges. For 360-370 nm (subfigure A), the solid line represents a linear fit over the first four lead contents, the dashed line depicts a line fit over all lead contents. Fitting over the whole range of lead content requires a polynomial order of 2 (solid red). However, for the accessible data in range 2 (400-410 nm, subfigure B), a linear fit seems sufficient.
frequencies of 1 kHz (Figure 6A,C) and 5 kHz (Figure 6B,D). For improved visualization, $a_2$ is multiplied by 100, while $a_1$ and $m$ are multiplied by a factor of 10. The label “Range” represents the values of each plotted variable. Within the boxes, each filled square displays the mean, and each line marks the median value. The box represents the standard deviation, while the whiskers indicate the lowest respectively highest datum still within three times the standard deviation.

For all numbers of averaged signals, the mean and the median of the fitting parameters are almost equal, indicating similar fits and thus good reproducibility. In addition, the standard deviation, depicted by box size, only varies slightly. For decreasing numbers of averaged signals $k$, the number of outliers and extreme outliers rises. At low pulse repetition rate, they are the result of natural variations of the plasma emission signal, for example, caused by surface ablation artifacts, which have a larger influence on low $k$ values. Especially for measurements at higher laser pulse repetition frequency, occasionally occurring very high signal peaks (compare inset B1 in Figure 6B) are the reason for the observed deviations. They are associated with the average plasma lifetime of approximately 200 µs, which is deduced from the length of recorded pulses. Despite the rotation of the sample, at higher repetition rates, the probability increases that a laser pulse reignites the still fading plasma from the preceding laser pulse. While this signal enhancement benefits can be exploited for example, in double-pulse LIBS experiments or in engine laser ignition, it cannot be controlled reliably in the given case. To minimize these signal deviations, pulse frequency must be adjusted to plasma lifetime or averaging over a great number of signals, for example, $k \geq 10$, has to be done.

Nevertheless, these deviations have only little influence on the quality of fits, as the high reproducibility of correlation factors $R^2$ demonstrates. Further, their average values are consistently above 0.975, even for low numbers of averaged signals $k$, indicating good fitting quality. Due to the occasionally occurring high signal intensities at 5 kHz, the relative standard deviations are slightly higher at 400-410 nm ($RSD_{\text{max}} \sim 2\%$ for $k = 5$) than in the range 360-370 nm ($RSD_{\text{max}} \sim 1.5\%$ for $k = 5$). Nevertheless, the results clearly show good reproducibility of the LIBS technique on lead detection with a photodiode down to a limit of five averaged signals. Leaving out the first 200 pulses is recommended for reaching a stable laser intensity, which corresponds to a continuous laser operation or suitable...
start-up conditions. Finally, a minimum analysis time of 1 ms is achieved using a measurement repetition rate of 5 kHz.

Besides fitting the parameters for different numbers of averaged laser pulses, the theoretical minimum threshold for lead detection was calculated for both accessible spectral ranges. This limit of detection (LOD) conventionally is determined by

\[
\text{LOD} = \frac{3\sigma}{m}
\]

where \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation in the signal of a sample with no or at least the minimum analyte content, and \(m\) is the slope of the employed calibration curve.\(^{34}\) Considering the already determined slopes for the linear fit, and differentiation at the lowest measured lead content for the quadratic fit, LOD was determined for different numbers of averaged pulses \(k\). The results are shown in Table 3.

Due to the spectral sensitivity of the photodiode, the calculated LOD in spectral range 1 (360-370 nm) is approximately ten times higher than in spectral region 2 (400-410 nm). Considering the standard deviations, almost comparable values of LOD are reached in range 2 for all numbers of \(k\). The slightly smaller LOD values at low values of \(k\) are explained by the natural variations in plasma emissivity. The overall noise is reduced for measurements of adjacent plasma signals due to similar sample conditions. That means choosing a small number of averaged pulses does not significantly change the theoretical detection limit. So, the discussed reduction of evaluated signals and the consequent reduced time of measurement holds for the LOD as well.

The possibility to predict the lead content is verified by the leave-one-out-method. In this cross validation, calibration curves are constructed for all but one of the known lead contents of the samples, regarding this one as unknown. Then the lead content of the omitted sample is determined and compared with the known value. In general, the predictive ability of any quantitative model is improving at midrange concentrations.\(^{38}\) With respect to glass-recycling determination of minor lead concentrations is requested, too. Therefore, in our work, the application of the method was limited to leaving out only the smallest theoretically predictable lead content, which corresponds to sample 2 for both spectral regions. The calculated values of lead in sample 2 for different number of averaged signals \(k\) are depicted as boxplots in Figure 7 and compared to the known lead content of 5 ± 0.1 wt%. Again, each filled square is the mean and each line marks the median within each box. The box itself represents the standard deviation, while the whiskers indicate again the lowest and the highest datum, respectively, still within three times the standard deviation.

As already observed before, mean and median do not vary much over the number of averaged signals \(k\), validating again the possibility to reduce measurement time. However, both values tend to underestimate the known lead content in both spectral ranges. Matches occur only within the standard deviation of the averaged calculated values, as indicated by the box size. Especially for smaller \(k\), some outlier appears in both spectral ranges. Additionally, in spectral range 2 (400-410 nm), rather huge values of standard deviation arise. This can be explained by the influence of the potassium lines and the application of

\[
\text{LOD} = \frac{3\sigma}{m}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(k)</th>
<th>LOD in (wt%)</th>
<th>360-370 nm</th>
<th>400-410 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8 ± 1.36</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.20</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.6 ± 1.02</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.7 ± 0.94</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.89</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 7** Comparison of the known lead content of sample 2 (5 ± 0.1 wt%, orange) with the calculated lead content by the leave-one-out-method. Within each box, the filled square is the mean and the line marks the median. The box itself represents the standard deviation, while the whiskers indicate the lowest respectively highest datum still within three times the standard deviation.
very simple correction factors. Nevertheless, a preferably exact determination of lead content, for example, in forensic applications, is not the goal in this work. Instead, lead detection in general and a good reproducibility are the main objectives to guarantee a high detection rate and minimize the risk of wrong or no detection. Within the standard deviation, the lowest approachable content of lead in each case is detected in both spectral ranges for almost all combinations of signals and thus can be sorted out in a later step. Merely in the second spectral range, 5% of all combinations (for \( k = 5 \)) lead to misdetection here defined by the number of signal values below 0 wt%. If necessary, this could be improved with the help of a more sophisticated approach to determine the applied correction factors for potassium or better adapted band pass filters. Further, a shift to lower values of LOD, especially in spectral range 1, can be accomplished by utilizing a photodiode with matched UV-sensitivity.

### 3.4 Comparison with XRF

To show the potential feasibility of the developed LIBS system for sorting of lead glass, a comparison with a commercial XRF sorting machine is discussed. As already stated in the introduction, commercially available sorting machines are able to cope with material streams up to 28 tons per hour and sortable size ranges between 3 and 60 mm. Depending on the employed conveyor belt speed, typical detection times are in the range of a few milliseconds. The limit of detection also depends on belt speed, distance to the detection unit and element and is reported to be in the low percentage area. Detection efficiency is quoted 98% for particle sizes bigger than 16 mm.\(^{21,39}\)

As shown above, the developed photodiode-LIBS setup reaches reliable detection times down to 5 ms by omitting the first 200 signals in each measurement. This was necessary due to the experimental conditions, where the laser start-up before each measurement lead to power and thus signal fluctuations. In sorting application, this delay can be compensated, for example, by powering up the laser shortly before analysis of each shard, or by continuous pulsed operations. Thus, both measurement techniques deliver comparable measurement times.

With the current setup, limits of detection of approximately 6 wt% (spectral range 1) and 0.6 wt% (spectral range 2) can be reached. Typical values of lead in recycled container glass cullet, which may rise up to 30 wt% for full lead crystal glass can thus be detected. Moreover, these detection limits are comparable to values of industrial scale XRF-systems. Nevertheless detection limits have to be further improved, for example, by a better adapted photodiode, which can be emphasized by the following rough estimation: A container glass life cycle of 40 days, from container glass creation to usage, collection of recycled glasses (10% losses) and remelting is assumed. Further, a starting value of 10 ppm lead in the raw batch, and a content of 1% of lead containing shards (6000 ppm) in each remelting process is estimated. In total, this leads to an accumulation of lead above 250 ppm after only six cycles or 240 days. If LOD is reduced by a factor of 10, which roughly corresponds to an average lead content of cullet of 500 ppm,\(^9,40\) overall lead content will not rise over 60 ppm, if a constant share of lead-containing shreds is assumed. In the case that this share is annually increased by 20%, 250 ppm leads are reached not after approximately 10 years. Besides the detection limit, for the given application case, a reliable and reproducible detection of lead within the limits of detection plays an important role. With the present setup, only 5% of all combinations of signals in spectral range 2 lead to a wrong classification of lead-containing glass samples as lead free, while in spectral range 1 lead was detected reliably over all signal combinations. Again, comparable values to industrial scale XRF-sorting are reached.

Another benefit of the developed setup is the rather low cost of the employed hardware, which may lead to an economical use in future applications. However, for a successful implementation in a sorting machine, further aspects have to be considered, like scanning any random sequence of shards on a conveyor. Possible solutions may either be a funnel-shaped convergence of the feeding conveyor belt or, similar to established XRF-sorting machines, the utilization of multiple lasers and detectors. Further, even for the well-shaped samples employed in this work, a relatively stable focus position of the laser has to be guaranteed to get comparable signal strengths and minimize the risk of misdetection. This will become particularly important for irregular shaped shards, which occur more likely in the recycling application case. Here, the use of a convenient autofocus-system, a back-scattering measurement geometry as well as a preceding mechanical size separation can reduce the signal dependence of sample geometry. The latter already is implemented in commercially available XRF sorting machines, as X-ray-intensity also is dependent on sample geometry and thus distance to the detector by the inverse-square law. These adaptations will be subject of future studies.

Nevertheless, with comparable measurement times, accuracy, and detection limits some important parameters are fulfilled, which clearly show the feasibility of CO\(_2\)-LIBS based on photodiode signal recording for lead detection in glass sorting.

### 4 Conclusion

In the present study, the feasibility of CO\(_2\)-LIBS as an alternative tool for the detection of lead in industrial recycling glass sorting was investigated and compared to state-of-the-art X-ray fluorescence technique. To facilitate fast detection rates, a combination of spectral filters and photodiode was employed. Glass specimens with different
amount of lead were investigated in two spectral ranges at different pulse frequencies with respect to detection limits, detection speed and accuracy. It was shown, that detection times of 5 ms can be achieved with the setup. The limits of detection were 6 wt% at range 1 (360-370 nm) and 0.6 wt% at range 2 (400-410 nm). By averaging over different numbers of recorded signals it was found, that 5% of all combinations of signals in spectral range 2 lead to a wrong classification of lead containing glass samples as lead free, while in spectral range 1 lead was detected more reliable over all signal combinations.

As comparable measurement times, accuracy of measurement, and detection limits are achieved for CO2-LIBS compared to XRF, important prerequisites are fulfilled that generally make the use of CO2-LIBS with photodiode signal recording for lead detection in glass sorting feasible.
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